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This paper discusses the structure of mod-p cohomology rings that are finitely 
generated as algebras. The motivation for this work was a desire to understand the 
cohomology of classifying spaces of finite loop spaces - that is, of spaces whose 
loop spaces have the homotopy types of finite complexes. 
If G is a compact connected Lie group that has no torsion at a prime p, then the 
mod-p cohomology of its classifying space BG can be determined knowing only the 
action of the Weyl group W of G on a maximal torus T, for 
H*(BG; Fp) = H”(BT; ZJN’@Q, 
[4; Proposition 29.21. If, in addition, p does not divide the order of U’, then 
H*(BG; fJ$) = H*(BT; ffp)w, and severe restrictions are placed on Ct’ and H*(BG; I,,) 
for purely algebraic reasons; indeed, CY inust be a generalized reflection group, and 
H*(BG; [F,) must be one of a short list of examples [7], [6; Ch. 2, $51. J.F. Adams 
and Clarence Wilkerson [ 171, [2] showed that these algebraic restrictions hold 
equally for an appropriate p-torsion free finite loop space G by recovering notions 
of its maximal torus and Weyl group from the cohomology of its classifying space 
as an algebra over the Steenrod algebra. They showed that H*(BG; Fp) can be 
embedded as an unstable algebra over the Steenrod algebra in an algebraic closure 
isomorphic to an H*(BT, IF,); the Weyl group of G is then defined as the Galois 
group of this extension of algebras. The object of this paper is to extend the notion 
of a Weyl group to finite loop spaces with torsion, or at least to those - perhaps 
all - whose classifying spaces have Noetherian cohomology. The results given here 
apply to all Noetherian mod-p cohomology rings. 
The right extension of the notion of Weyl group is suggested by the following 
theorem of Quillen [ 121. Let G be any compact Lie group. An elmentar_rV ctbelicln 
p-group in G is a finite subgroup E of G such that E= Z/p x .** x Up; the number 
of factors of Up in E is called the rank of E. Let .3’(G) be the category that has 
(1) as objects the elementary abelian p-groups E in G, and 
(2) as maps the monomorphisms induced by conjugations in G - that is, 
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monomorphisms i : E +E’ such that i(x)=gxg -’ for some ge G and all XE E. 
The mod-p cohomology functor sending E to H*(E; I$,) is a contravariant func- 
tor from .d(G) to the category of rings; the inclusions Ec+G induce a ring homo- 
morphism 
H*(BG; ff&“@ H*(E, [Fp) 
where the limit is iaken over the category .0/(C). Quillen’s main theorem (12; 6.21 
asserts that this map is an F-isomorphism; dn Py-isomorphism is a homomorphism 
f: A 43 of rings of characteristic p such that 
(1) xEKer(f)=,x’=O for some r>O, and 
(2) y~B=drzO: ypreIm(f). 
(These two conditions mean that the varieties of geometric points associated to A 
and B are isomorphic.) 
The category J/(G) generalizes the Weyl group of G in the following sense. If T 
3s a maximal torus of G, then T contributes to .d(G) an elementary abelian p-group 
W acts on ET as a group of automorphisms. If G is connected and p-torsion free, 
then all elementary abelian p-groups .,)) in G are contained in E7 (3; Theorem B]. 
Furthermore, all automorphisms of objects in <d(G) are induced by elements of W 
(see Proposition 4.11 below). To reconstruct *d(G) from H*(BG; lFp), we will use 
the following observations: 
(1) If G is a compact Lie group, there is a one-to-one correspondence between 
conjugacy classes of elementary abelian p-groups in G and prime ideals of 
H*(BG; ff,) that are homogeneous and stable under the action of the mod-p 
Steenrod algebra [ 12; 2.2, 12.11. The elementary abelian p-group E corresponds to 
the ideal 
P= Ker(H*(BG; lFp)--VE), where TE = H*(E; Fp>/fi 
(a= {x[x’= 0 some ~0) is the ideal of nilpotent elements). 
(2) If n is a Noetherian cohomoloy ring, then n has finitely many homogeneous 
ideals P that are stable under the action of the Steenrod algebra; each /1/P is an 
integral domain over the Steenrod algebra. By the construction of Adams and 
Wilkerson, each A/P can be embedded in an algebraic closure r such that f is in- 
tegral over A/P and f =lYE where E is an elementary abelian p-group. In case 
/1 =H*(BG; lFp), E may be taken to be an object of .d(G) corresponding to P. 
Thus, consider the category rf’ whose objects are integral embeddings A/PU-‘, 
r=KE, and whose maps are commutative diagrams 
r - rl 
J J 
A/P -A/P' 
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where PC P’; (5 is a generalization of a Galois group. There is a covariant functor 
r from (5 into the category of rings that sends A/Pc,~ to r. The two main results 
of this paper are 
( 1) /1-+ lim r is an F-isomorphism (Theorem 1.4). 
(2) If G is a compact Lie group and A = H*(BG; Ep), then there is an equivalence 
of categories .d (G) OP--+A (Theorem 1.6). 
In the proofs of these theorems, standard results about ideals in Noetherian rings 
and in integral extensions of rings (see, for example, [S], [lo], or [ 131) will be used 
without specific references being given. With one exception, proofs can be found 
in [9] and [ 151 that the needed results hold for ideals that are homogeneous and 
stable under the action of the Steenrod algebra; the exception is treated in section 
four of this paper. 
Siu P. Lam has given independent proofs of most of the results in this paper 
(Thesis, Cambridge University and [l]). He and J.F. Adams have recently genera- 
lized these results to a somewhat larger class of unstable algebras over the Steenrod 
algebra - those having an upper bound on the number of algebraically independent 
elements in them (private communication). 
I would like to thank J.F. Adams and Clarence Wilkerson for much inspiration 
and encouragement. I would also like to thank R. James Milgram for introducing 
me to the Dickson invariants. 
1. The fundamental category of a Noetherian cohomology ring 
Fix a prime p. Let ffp be the field of p-elements, and let .# = .8(p) be the IF!,- 
Hopf algebra of mod-p reduced powers. For p-odd, A(p) is the sub-Hopf algebra 
of the mod-p Steenrod algebra .?J(p) generated by PO, P’, P’, . . . . If p = 2, 
.8 = .:/(2); I shall then write P’ for Sq’. Let d= 2 for p-odd and d = 1 for p = 2. By 
the term .&algebra, I shall mean a graded &algebra that satisfies the Cartan 




In particular, /1” =0 for n<O. 
An elementary abelian p-group E 0:‘ rank n is a direct sum of n-copies of 2 ‘p. Let 
rE = H*(E; oI,)/fi, 
where in any algebra, 6 denotes the ni.1 radical. Then TE is an unstable &algebra, 
and TE= ffp[t,, . . . , t,J, deg tj = d. The action of ati on TE is determined by P’t, = I:. 
Let /1 be an unstable &algebra - for instance H*(BG; Ep) where G is a finite 
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loop space. Assume throughout this discussion that A is Noetherian as an ffp- 
algebra. An ideal IC /i that is homogeneous and &stable will be called a ./B-ideal. 
Let P be a prime &ideal, and consider the connected Noetherian integral domain 
/1/P. By theorems of Adams and Wilkerson [2; 31, 541, there exists an unstable .8- 
algebra r and a J-algebra embedding .r9/P6I’ such that 1’ is an algebraic closure 
of /i/P in the category of unstable g-algebras, and f satisfies the following: 
1.1, (1) There exists an elementary abelian p-group E such that f = TE; in fact, 
E=(rd)“. 
(2) I-’ is finitely generated as a /1/P-module [2; Theorem 1.81. 
(3) If A/PC-z ’ is another such embedding, then there is a commuting diagram 
of .&algebras 
(4) The extension of graded quotient fields Q(A/P&Q(T) is a normal extension 
of graded fields, and r is the integral closure of /1/P in Q(r). The Galois group 
of this extension consists of homogeneous Sisomorphisms induced by automor- 
phisms of E. 
1.2. Definition. The fundamental category h(A) of a Noetherian, unstable .a- 
algebra A is defined as follows: 
(I) An object of R(A) is a &map (p : A --$ such that (p is a finite morphism and 
& = TE for some elementary abelian p-group E. (Recall that a morphism f : A +B 
of rings is finite if B is finitely generated. as an A module with the module structurL 
induced by J) Thus, p induces a finite embedding of A/Pq in an algebraic closure 
&, where P,=Ker(@ is a prime &ideal. 
(2) A map of 8(A) is a commutative diagram 
of .&-algebras. Denote this diagram by f : (p--+ 8. 
if &‘+TE, then the rank of E is the same as the Krull dimension of I& denote 
that number by rank(r,) or rank(p). By choosing a single elementary abelian p- 
group E of appropriate rank for each prime .%ideal Pand considering only embed- 
dings UPc*TE, one sees that J(f) i.c equivalent to a small - indeed, finite - 
category. 
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Let f be the covariant functor from (5’ = 6(n) to the category of unstable .A- 
algebras which assigns to each object q : A --+rU, the target algebra I-& Call the pair 
(8, f) the universal cover of /1. There is a natural map of &algebras 
Following Quillen [12], I shall call a morphism f : A -+ B of $algebras a 
uniform F-isomorphism if there exist integers r > 0, sz 0 such that 
(1) aE Ker(f)*a’=O, and 
such that f(a) = (b)6 (2) beB=daeA 
The Main Theorem of this paper is the following: 
1.4. Theorem. 1J/1 is a Noetherian, unstable .&algebra, then the natural map 
is a uniform F-isomorphism. 
The proof of this theorem, as well as the proofs of the other theorems in this 
section, will be deferred. 
Let f: A’-+/1 be a map of Noetherian, unstable &algebras; this map induces a 
functor 
J: rqA)+rq/l’) 
that assigns to each object cp : A --$, the object 6: A’+& such that 0 = f l q~ and f, 





l@r r* ------+ lim f + V 
induced by f 
1.5. Proposition. If f: A ‘-+A is a morphism of Noetherian, unstable d-algebras, 
then f is a uniform F-isomorphism ifffis an equivalence of categories (compare [ 12; 
Proposition 10.91). 
Let G be a compact Lie group and X a G-space such that X is either compact 
or is paracompact and has finite cohomological dimension. In the notation of 
Quillen [ 121, let SS’(G, X) be the category defined by the following: 
(1) An object of ,d(G, X) is a pair (E, c) where E c G is an elementary abelian p- 
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group and c is a connected component of XE (the fixed point set of E). 
(2) A map (E, c)+(E’, c’) of &d(G, X) is a homomorphism l? : E -+E' such that, for 
some element g E G, gEg-’ c E’, c’ c gc, and 8(x) = gxg-’ for all XE E. 
Let /i = H$(X; c”p, (equivariant cohomology) and let H be the contravariant i 
functor from _d(G, X) to the cateory of 95algebras given by H(E, c) = H*(E; FJ\lir. i 
For each (E,c) E .d(G, X) there is an equivariant inclusion (E’, c)q(G, X), which i 
induces t 
(E, c)* : H;(X; IF&-+ H(E, c). 
I i 
Now (E, c)* is a finite morphism [ 11; 2.31, and H(E, c) = fE, thus A + H(E, c) is an 
object in B(A); denote this object by .#‘(E, c). The assignment (E, c)=, N(E, c) is a 
contravariant functor from ,d(G, X) to 8(A). 
1.6. Theorem. If G is a compact Lie group, and X is a G-space that is either compact 
or is paracompact and has finite cohomological dimension, then 
.ii/‘: d(G, X)“P + e’(A), 
where A = Hz(X; IF& is an equivalence of categories. 
In [12], Quillen described the variety of geometric points associated to the 
equivariant cohomology ring Hz(X, lFP). His description applies to any 
Noetherian, unstable &algebra /i as follows. 
Let 52 be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p. For A an lFP-algebra, 
let A(&?) be the variety of a-valued points of A (that is, IF,-homomorphisms 
A --+C!), and for f: A 43 a morphism of If,-algebras, let f * : B(Q)+A(Q) denote 
the induced map of varieties. If E is an elementary abelian p-group of rank n, then 
TE(R) is an affine space of dimension n; denote that space by E@l2. Let 
(E@SZ)+ = E@&?- u (EQQ). 
E’<E 
If cp : A--+rv is an object of 8(/I), then E,@52 = &#2) is an affine space, and there 
is an affine map @ : E@O-+A(ln). Let 
Finally, let IV&) be the group of automorphisms of (p in the category J(A); 
W(p)= Gal(T,/Im (p). Then W(v) acts as a group of automorphisms on the 
varieties E,@s2, and qogn = ~0~ for all g E IV@). 
1.7. Theorem (Stratification Theorem). If A is a Noetherian, unstable d-algebra, 
then 
(I ) There is a homeomorphism of varieties 
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(2) If I is a set of representatives of the isomorphism classes of 6 (A), then 
is a disjoint union of locally closed, irreducible affine subvarieties. 
(3) WV acts freely on (E&XI)‘, for each PE 8(A), and Vl =(E,@Q)’ /WV; Vv 
is the closure of Vl, and Vq C_ Vvl iff there is a morphism from 4pr to 9 in 6 (A). 
(4) The irreducible components of A(Q) are the I/v, such that v, is minimal in the 
sense that 8’ -+ cp E 6( V) * @ --+ p is an equivalence. 
2. Elementary properties of d(A); proofs of 1.6, 1.7 
Fix a Noetherian, unstable .&algebra /I, and let (A, r) be its universal cover. In 
the discussion below, all ideals mentioned will be assumed to be .&ideals. The most 
important fact for understanding prime &ideals is the following: 
2.1. Lemma (Serre [ 14; Proposition (l)]). If E is an elementary abelian p-group, and 
PC, TE is a prime .&ideal, then YE’ C, E such that 
P = Ker(k?E -+FE’). 
As an illustrative application, consider 
2.2. Lemma. Let (p : J +&, and B : A-+& be objects in tI; let &, = Ker p and 






in 4 if and only if P+, C_ PO. Furthermore, each such f is epic; Pv = PO iff f is an 
isomorphism. 
Proof (Adams and Wilkerson 12; 1.101). Suppose Pv 2 PO. Since 9 is a finite mor- 
phism (in particular, &, is an integral extension of Im 9), there is, by the Cohen- 
Seidenberg oing up theorem, a prime d-ideal Q c rq such that 9-‘(Q) = PO. Thus, 
there is a commutative diagram 
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where Ker q’ = PO. By Lemma 2.1, f,/Q=TE for some elementary abelian p- : 
group E. By 1.1(3), there is a diagram 
Composition of these diagrams gives the morphism J
Now, consider a map f: p-+8 in 8; we wish to show that f is epic. Arguing as 
above, we may assume that Pp- -.- Pe= 0. Then the monomorphisms 9 and 0 are 
finite; therefore, rq and rO must have the same Krull dimension as /1 [13; Ch. III, 
Proposition 31. Again arguing as above, Im(f) is of the form rE and is finite over 
/d; thus, Im(f) has the same Krull dimension as /1. But the Krull dimension of TE 
is the same as the dimension of E= (rE)d as a lFp-vector space. Thus, dim r,d= 
dim s,d = dim(Im f)d, and f is an isomorphism. 
2.3. Proposition. The universal cover (6, r) of a Noetherian, unstable .&algebra A 
satisfies the folio wing: 
(1) (I is equivalent to a category with finitely many objects. 
(2) r is a functor from tt to the category of .&algebras; for p E 2, there exists 
an elementary abelian p-group E such that rV = TE, and if v + B e I(, then &, -+ re is 
epic. 
(3) If q-4 and ~--VT are two maps in (5 such that Ker(T,-+&) c Ker(T,-+r,), 
then there is a commutative diagram 
in II ; if Ker(T,--+&) = Ker(T,-+r,), then t?-+n is an equivalence. AII endomor- 
phisms in 6 are isomorphisms. 
(4) If in E 6, and P is a prime .&ideal of rV, then there exists p-+&z 6 such that 
P = Ker(T, --+&); if P is the maximal ideal of r’, then 8 is a final object of f . 
(5) r is Jcaithful and 4 has a final object. 
(6) k is closed under cofibred coproducts. 
Proof. Statements (2) to (5) follow from the definitions of 6 and r and from 
Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2. These statements imply (6) in the following way. Let f: (p-4 
and g : q-+-n be maps in p, and let Pf c rq and Ps c rV be the kernels of f and g. I 
assert that Pf+ Pg is prime. For identify rq with TE, where E is an elementary 
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abelian y-group. Then there are subspaces Es, Ep C_ E such that ff = Ker(TE -+-‘I$) 
and P,=Ker(TE-+TE,). Let P=Ker(TE--+IJE,.nE,)); then P=q,+ Pg. There is 
an object PIE I’ such that r,,-VJP, and by (3), there is a commuting diagram 
It is now straightforward to verify that this is a cofibre square. 
Finally, to prove (l), it suffices to note two things. First, there are finitely many 
morphisms between objects in ff since those morphisms are determined by maps be- 
tween two finite vector spaces. Second, the isomorphism classes of objects in IC are 
in one-to-one correspondence with the prime .&ideals in ~4. And 
2.4. Lemma. If A is a Noetherian, unstable .:&algebra, then A has. finitely man! 
prime .&ideals. 
Proof. Since n is Noetherian, it has finitely many minimal prime ideals. Let PC_ A 
be a minimal prime ideal, and let (p : A -CE be a finite morphism with kernel P. Bb 
the going up theorem, if P’ c A is a prime containing P, then ihere is a prime Q c TE 
such that P’= p-‘(Q). But there are finitely many prime d-ideals Q c TE Gnce the) 
correspond to sub vector spaces of E. 
Proof of Theorem 1.7. Together with the main theorem, the above proposition pro- 
vides the properties of (5’ and r used by Quillen to prove the Stratification Theorem 
W; 9% §IOl* 
2.5. Proposition. Let k be a category and r a functor from t1 to the categor:rv qf 
+algebras satisfying 2.3(l) and 2.3(2). Then 
A =I@&, PEA, 
ic a reduced, Noetherian, unstable .&algebra. Furthermore, each projection .I--) fL, 
is a finite morphism. 
This proposition will be proved in Section 5. 
Proof of Theorem 1.6. In view of Proposition 1 S, Theorem I .6 is subsumed under 
the following: 
heorem. Let rS be a category, and let r be a functor from 1’ to the cate$or\* 
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of J-algebras. Then the pair (6; r) is equivalent to 
Noetherian, unstable g-algebra if and only if A and r 
that case, there is a natural equivalence 
.H? &-M(A) where/l=@&,, ~EIE. 
the universal cover of a 
satisfy 2.3(I) to 2.3(5). In 
Proof. Let A = I@ &,, cp E 8’. For each (p E 8, the projection A -+&, is a finite mor- 
phism; thus, this projection is an object of 8(/i); call it *V@. Clearly .fl is a functor. 
To complete the proof, we must show that JV is an equivalence of categories. The 
argument given here relies on the reader checking the details in Quillen’s proof of 
the Stratification Theorem. A more transparent proof, not appealing to the 
Stratification Theorem, will be given in Section 6. 
Using the Stratification Theorem, simply note that .v’ induces a diagram of 
varieties 
lim r hFE+ lim r
By Quillen’s proof [12; $9, 0 lo], conditions 2.3( 1) to 2.3(6) imply a stratification 
(notation as in 1.7) where the disjoint union is taken over a set of representatives 
q of the isomorphism classes of 8. L$ M maps this stratification to the one given 
in Theorem 1.7. By Quillen’s proof of [ 12; Proposition 1. lo], .Y is an equivalence. 
Remark. As a set of axioms, 2.3(l) to 2.3(5) are somewhat redundant. In particular, 
the second and third assertions in 2.3(3) can be derived from the first assertion and 
the other axioms. 
3. Prooff of the Main Theorem 
Throughout this section, let ,4 be a Noetherian, unstable &algebra. The follow- 
ing proposition is a partial generalization of the Chinese Remainder Theorem. 
roposition. The map induced by quotients 
A-,lP A/P, 
where P runs over the prime S-ideals of A, is a uniform F-isomorphism. 
roof. Since the minimal prime ideals of /1 are &ideals, the kernel of the above 
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morphism is (6. Let Mi, . . . , M,, be the minimal prime ideals of /1. An element x’ of 
l& /l/P can be represented uniquely as an n-tuple (x1, . . . , x,), x, E A/kfi, such 
that, for all i and j, xi and Xj reduce to the same element of /i/P whenever 
Mi + Mi c P. Suppose, inductively, that there exists y E/I such that xi =y (mod Mi) 
for each 1 ri< k. Let 
i= I 
If P is a prime &ideal of /I such that I+& c P, then _Y--x~E P. Since the intersec- 
tion of all such ideals is fq, y -xk E l/1-. Thus, for some m, (y -xk)“’ E 
I+&. We may assume that m is a power of p. Thus, (y -xJ’ =ym -x7 = a - 6, 
where aEI, bEi&. Put 
Z=(Y” - a) = (x? - b). 
Then Z=X~ (modM,) for 1 ~iisk. Thus the map /1+li~/ip is an F-isomorphism. 
Since li_m /ip is Noetherian, the map is a uniform F-isomorphism. 
Let (f;,r) be the universal cover of /1. For each object 4p : A -prU, of 6, let 
JJi,=={XC$J xprE Im (p for some r). 
If f:(p--vk(5-, then f:li, +& since the property of having a p-th root in i-V is 
determined by Steenrod operations [2; Theorem 1.21. Thus cp *ii, is a subfunctor 
of r. Let 
(3.2) A =Ii$I,, (PE If’. 
There is a natural map /l+ii which is universal 
unstable .&algebras that are closed under purely 
satisfy (2; (1.2.2)]). 
for maps of n into reduced, 
inseparable extension (that is, 
3.3. Proposition. The natural map A--d is a uniform F-isomorphism, and 
(5 (A) = cf’(ji). if f : A’ +A is a map of Noetherian, unstable .&algebras, then the in- 
duced map $: 3’ +]1 is an isomorphism iff f is an F-isomorphism. 
Proof. Let cp, 0 E 6, and let Pv = Ker cp, Pq - - Ker 8. Then there is a commutative 
diagram 
iff PO= Pq; the induced isomorphism li, s/i0 does not depend on the choice off 
since p-th roots are unique in an lFp-integral domain. Therefore, the inverse limit 
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(3.2) may be taken to be a limit over the category of prime .&ideals of A. Now, 
for each cp, A/P, -+&, is an F-isomorphism, and a finite limit of F-isomorphisms 
is again an F-isomorphism. By Proposition 3.1, A-d is an F-isomorphism. 
To see that &(A) = &(A’), note first that, by the construction and the uniqueness 
of p-th roots, &I) is a full subcategory of 8(A). Now A+3 is finite since ii is a 
subalgebra of the finitely generated A-module n r& where cp runs over a set of 
representatives of the isomorphism classes of R(A). Thus, finally, if cp E fi(ii), then 
A +jY +rU, is an object of 8’(A). 
To complete the proof, let f : A’ -+A be an F-isomorphism. If (PE (s’(A), then 
f-l (P,) is a prime &ideal of A’ and N/f -'(P,+A /P, is a purely inseparable x- 
tension. Now, an F-isomorphism of Noetherian lFp-algebras is finite; thus, 
II’-A-+~~ is an object of &(A’), and il;,&i,. Consequently, A’+A is epic. 
Finally, if P’ is a prime &ideal of A’, then there exists an object cp E (:(A) such that 
f - ‘(PC) = P’. Thus, +=4i is manic. 
Proof of Proposition 1.5. The previous proposition shows that an F-isomorphism 
induces an equivalence of categories. The other half of 1.5 is an easy consequence 
of the Main Theorem. 
Proof of Theorem ¶.4. The first step in proving the Main Theorem is to show that 
we may suppose A to be an integral domain. Let P be a prime &ideal of A, and 
let + be the full subcategory of 6 that consists of objects cp such that PC Pv. Then 
the quotient map A--d/P induces an isomorphism of (‘:(/i/P) with fp. The 
assignment 
is a contravariant functor on the category of prime &ideals in A. A straightforward 
categorical argument proves 
3.4. Lemma. 
l@r,lli_m l&n fV. 
$9.5 If P (PE”p 
In view of this and Proposition 3.1, we may suppose for the remainder of this 
section that A is a Noetherian, unstable .&integral domain. 
Fix an integral extension 11 c;T such that r= IX, E an elementary abelian p- 
group. Every object of 8 is isomorphic to one of the form k--T/Q, where Q is a 
prime .&ideal of r. Similarly, for each prime A-ideal P of A, every object of ep 
is isomorphic to one of the form A/P-+UQ where Q lies over P (that is, where 
QnA = P). We may replace 6 and the cs’, by their full subcategories of objects of 
the above forms. 
Let L c r be the inverse limit of all r/Q where Q runs over the prime &ideals 
of r. We will prove that AU, is an F-isomorphism (that is, a purely inseparable x- 
tension) by induction on the Krull dimension of A. Therefore, we may assume that 
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(3.5) A /(.4 fI Q)+L/(L n Q) 
is an F-isomorphism for all non-zero prime &ideals Q of /1. By the proof of Pro- 
position 3.3, we may assume that /1 and L are closed in f under purely inseparable 
extensions. We are reduced to showing that A =L. Let 
J= {XEA IXL GA}. 
Then J is a .&ideal. Fix a minimal prime .&ideal P of A such that JG P. Then P 
is not the zero ideal since 9 is not zero. Indeed, L is a finite A-module and is con- 
tained in the field of quotients of A. Therefore, a common denominator of a set 
of generators of L over A is an element of J. 
3.6. Lemma. If P contains the maximal ideal of A, then A = L. 
Proof. Since P contains the unique maximal ideal of A, P is the only prime ideal 
of A containing J, for P contains every such prime ideal and is minimal. Conse- 
quently, P = \/ST, and there exists r L 0 such that xPre J for all x E P. Let s E L 
satisfy an equation 
with each ai EA. Then 
Xrndlr +air_ 1_y(” - lb’ + . . . + a[’ = 0. 
Since P contains all the elements of A of nonzero degree, each a$ J. Thus 
x mp’ EA and ;I:~~~’ E J. Choose s so that ps 2 mp2’. Then xps = .Y~“~%-~‘- nlp”E ‘1. 
Since A is closed in L under purely inseparable xtension, 4 = L. 
To complete the proof of 1.4, we rt;ason by contradiction. Assume A #L. Then 
P does not contain the maximal ideal of A. Let /i and t denote the gratied localiza- 
tions of A and L with respect to the homogeneous multiplicative system A -P. Then 
A is a local 9 -a ge 1 b ra, and A/Pji’ is the field of quotients of A/P. 
3.7. Lemma. a is closed in L under purely inseparable extension. If A f L, then 
ji’zL”. 
Proof. Let (a/z)P E /1’ where a EL and z E A - P. For some _V E A -P, y(a/:)P E A. 
Thus, ( ya)p E A. Since A is assumed to be closed under purely inseparable xten- 
sion, ya E A. This proves the first assertion. Now suppose r?’ = L. Let al, ..- , a, 
generate t as a A-module, and let al = bl /q, . . . , a, = b/z,, where b; E .I and 
ZiEfl--PP. If z=z, ...zr, then za+A for each i; thus, tl; z A and ZE P. But this is 
a contradiction since P is prime. Thus x #t. 
Let P= P/i and J= J”T. Then JL’- C, A, and P is the only prime ideal of d contain- 
ing J. It follows that P is the radical of J, and 
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for some r. Let Q,, . . . . Q,c L be the prime g-ideals lying above p. Since p is 
maximal, each Qi is maximal. By the inductive assumption (3.5), each inclrtsion 
(3.9) /l’/FGt/Qi 
is a purely inseparable xtension of fields. The following lemma contradicts the 
hypothesis that /1 #L: 
3.10. Lemma. There exists tzc 0 such that 
XE t * XPk4. 
Proof. By (3.8), it suffices to show that, for some u ~0, x E /?*xpu E FL. Since the 
extensions (3.9) are purely inseparable, there are integers rl , . . . , r, 2 0 such that 
XEL” =, xPI’ER+Q; 
for each i= l,..., s. It follows that 
XEL * xp “+.‘.+~‘ER+(Q,~)===~Q,). 
But QwvQs are all the associated prime ideals to FL; therefore, Q, Cl l ** nQ, is 
the radical of FL and the result follows. 
4. Integral closure and its consequences 
The object of this section is to recover for graded algebras tandard results about 
integral Galois extensions (see Lang [lo; IX, $21, for example). These results will 
be used in section six to prove Theorems 1.6 and 2.6. 
Fix, throughout this discussion, the following notation and hypotheses: 
4.1. Let A be a graded integral domain over lFp that is integraily closed in its graded 
field of quotients K. Let L be a finite graded Galois extension of K with Galois group 
G, and let I-’ be the integral closure of A in L. Let P c A be a homogeneous prime 
ideal. An ideal Q c r is said to lie over P if QfM = P; such an ideal is homogeneous. 
4.2. Proposition. If Q and Q’ are prime ideals of T lying over P, then 30 E G such 
that oQ = Q’. 
roof. The standard proof (see, for example, (13; III, Proposition 41) works in the 
graded case. 
To prove the next few results, we need the following simple technical emmas. Let 
H be a subgroup of 4f, Q an ideal of r and XE r, let 
N,(x)= n (t+G(x)), OEH 
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where t is an indeterminant. Then 
N,(x)= tr +c,(x)t’-‘+--a+c,(x) where r=IHI. 
4.3. Lemma. Let r =pem, (m, p) = 1. Then the binomial coefficient (2) is a unit in 
IFp* 
Proof. (1 + t)pp” = (1 + tpc)” (mod p); therefore, 
The norm&red reduced trace of x relative to H is 
0.1 (H, X) = C&X) r I( ) Pe . 
4.4. Lemma. rtr(H, x) is H-invariant, and if a(x) =x (mod Q) for all o E H, then 
rtr(H, x) =xpe (mod Q), 
where IHI ==p’m, (m,p)= 1. 
Continuing the notation 4.1, let Q be a prime ideal of r lying over P, and kt 
GQ={=GIN~)c~). 
G, is called the decomposition group of Q. Let Ld c L be the fixed field of Go; let 
Td = UILd and Qd = QfVd. Then Q is the only prime ideal of I- lying above Q” 
(by the above proposition). 
4.5. Proposition. Let S be the multiplicative &system of homogeneous elements of .A 
not in P. Then the extension of fieIds 
S-‘A/Pc,S-‘I-’ d/Qd 
is purely inseparable. 
Proof. We may assume that P is maximal so that S%l/P=A/P; then Q is also 
maximal, and S-‘f d/Qd = ITd/Qd. L*:t q, . . . , (T, be a set of coset representatives of 
G/GQ. Then the prime ideals of Td lying over P are o,(Qd), . . . , a,(Q”). Let SE Td 
such that 
ys Oi(X) (mod ai( 
for each i= 1, .*., n. Then a(y)sx (mod Q’) for all ct E G. By Lemma 4.4, 
rtr(G, y)=xpe (mod Qd) and rtr(G, y) EA. 
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4.6. Corollary. Suppose, in addition, that r= TE, E an elementary abelian p-group, 
and suppose that Q = Ker(TE -+TE’) where E’ is a subvector space of E of dimension 
once. Then A/P&Td/Qd is a purely inseparable xtension. 
Proof. If E’ and E” are distinct subspaces of E of dimension one, then E’nE”= 0. 
Thus, in the above proof, Q+ a(Q) is the augmentation ideal of r whenever 
0 & G,. Consequently, the Chinese Remainder Theorem may be applied to the 
elements ai(x) and ideals ai whenever x has non-zero degree. Therefore, the 
above proof goes through without first localizing. 
4.7. Proposition. Under the hypotheses 4.1, if Q is a prime of r, and if r/Q is irr- 
tegrally closed, then the purely inseparable closure of Td/Qd in r/Q is integrally 
closed in its graded field of quotients. 
Proof. Let X, y E Td, y & Qd, represent elements X, Jo of Td/Qd such that g #O. Sup- 
pose that z =:X/Y is integral over rd/Qd. Since r/Q is integrally closed, 3z E r such 
that z represents Z. Then rtr(Gg, 2) E Td, and 
rtr(GQ, 2) = zpe (mod Q), 
for o(Z) = a(~)/cr( 9) = z’ when o E G,. 
4.0. Theorem. In addition to the hypotheses 4.1, let Q be a prime ideal of r lying 
over P, and let x and e be the graded fields of quotients of A/P and r/Q respec- 
tively. Let G, be the decomposition group of Q. Then e is a normal extension of 
E, and the natural map 
G, -+ Gal(C/R) 
induced by reduction mod&o Q is an epimorphism. 
Proof. By localizing at P we may assume that P is maximal; then Q is maximal, 
Z = /1/P, and L = r/Q. Let x E r represent RE r/Q, and let f(X) be the irreducible 
polynomial of X. Since A is integrally closed, f has coefficients in A, and f factors 
into linear factors in IY Therefore, the reduction $ of f mod Q factors into linear 
factors in r/Q and the irreducible polynomial of R over A/P is a factor of $ It 
follows that r/Q is normal over A/P. 
By Proposition 4.5, we may assume that Td - A; then Q is the only prime ideal 
of r lying above P, and r is local. Let SE Gal(&/K). We must construct CJ E G such 
that the reduction d of ci modulo Q is equal to r. It will suffice to check that @= T 
on the maximal separable xtension of K in e. We will induct on the degree of L 
over K. 
Let R(X) be a non-trivial separable xtension of K in t. Let xer represent 3. 
Since K(X) is separable, K(Y) = K(#) for any ~50; thus, we may suppose that x is 
separable over K. We may further suppose that no conjugate of x represents R, for 
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let 
then rtr(H, x) represents xpc, for some e, and is fixed by H. Since /1 is integrally 
closed, x has a manic irreducible polynomial f(X) wish coefficients in /1; the reduc- 
tion f off mod b, is the irreducible polynomial of 2 ov’:r K since distinct conjugates 
of .Y reduce to distinct conjugates of x. Thus r(x) is a zero of J(X); let 0 ble chosen 
so that (T(X) is the corresponding zero of f(X). 
Let C= /i [xl. The quotient field of C is K(x), and W(C n Q) = R(x); the reduction 
of 0 mod Q agrees with 7 on R(x). It now suffices to show that C is integrally closed, 
for then the theorem can be applied inductively with /1 replaced by C and 7 replaced 
by (o)-'7. 
4.9. Lemma, Let A be an integrally closed graded domain, K its field of fractions, 
L a finite-dimensional separable graded K-algebra, and T the integral closure of A 
in L. Suppose wl, . . . . w, is a homogeneous basis of I over K contained in p, then 
there is a unique basis w:, . . . , wi of L over K for which TrL,&t’, w,?) = S,, 
(Kronecker index); if d = DL,k(wl, . . . , w,,) is the discriminant of the basis 
Wl *.**9 w,,, then d*O, and 
i /lw;crc i Aw” 
i=l 
-(;=, i)Cd-l(pwi). 
Proof. The proof of Bourbaki [5; V, $1.6, Lemma 31 works in the graded case. 
TO apply this lemma to C, notice that 1,x, . . . , A-“- I is a basis of Z over ~1, 
where n = deg(J). Let d = Dk(& 1, x, . . . , x” - ’ ). Since the conjugates of s are in 
one-to-one correspondence with the conjugates of x,d reduces mod Q to 
d=o,,,,(!,z, . . . . Y-l ). But &js) is separable; thus d+O, and d $ P. And _,l is 
local; thus d-l EA. By the lemma, the integral closure of C is contained in 
d-*2 = C. Thus C is integrally closed. 
4.10. Corollary. Under the hypotheses of Theorem ~4.8, the separable degree of L 
over K is finite. 
A theorem of Bore1 13; Theorem B] states that if G is a compact, connected Lie 
group with no p-torsion, then any elementary abelian p-group is contained in a 
torus. As an illustration of Theorem 4.8, I give the following amusing generali- 
zation. 
4.11. Proposition. Let G be a compact connected he group without p-torsion, Ier 
E be an elementary abelian p-group in G, and let 0 : E -+ E be an cutomorphism in- 
duced by conjugation (that is, 0~ <d(G)). Then 0 is induced by an element of the 
Weyl group W(G). 
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Proof. Let T be a maximal torus containing E. Since G has no p-torsion, 
H*(BG; FJ is a polynomial algebra on generators of even degree [4; Proposition 
7.2, Theorem 19.11. Thus H*(BG; lFP) is integrally closed. Apply Quillen’s main 
theorem (12; 6.21 and Theorem 4.8 wit,, h f = H*(BT; ffP), A = H*I:BG; I$,>, and 
f/Q= H*(BE; IFJ. Then Gal(L/K) is the automorphism group of E in ,d(G). It 
now suffices to show that TW is a purely inseparable xtension of /i, for then 
Gal(C’A) is a quotient of IV. Now H*(BG; lFP) = H*(BT; Z)W@lFP 14; Proposition 
29.21; thus we only need 
4.12. Lemma. Let C= Z[l,, .*. , t,], deg ti = 2, and let G be a finite group of 
homogeneous automorphisms of A’. Then (C@ lFP)G is a pure/y inse,oarable exten- 
sion of Cr@ ffP. If pj’ 1 G I, then the two are equal. 
Proof. Let XE C be fixed under G modulo pC. Then rtr(G, X) is fixed under G, and 
rtr(G, X) =xpe (mod pZ) 
where 1 G 1 =p’m, (m, p) = 1. If p{ 1 G I, rtr(G, x)=x (mod ~2). 
5. Polynomial invariants 
This section contains a review of facts about polynomial invariants of Gl(n, ffp) 
that are needed for the rest of this paper or are useful in understanding Noetherian 
cohomology rings. Most of the results given here are to be found in other sources 
and are stated without proof. Proposition 5.8 may be new. At the end of this sec- 
tion, Proposition 2.5 is proved. 
Let IF, be the finite field with q-elements, q =pe. Let &, = IF&, . . . , x,] be the 
graded polynomial algebra on n-indeterminants of degree d. Then Gl(n, lFq) acts on 
rn by extension of its natural action on the lFq-vector space I$ Let d,, be the ring 
of polynomial invariants 
Recall the description of d, due to Dickson. For 6 tinct non-negative integers 
cl , . . ..en. let 
If g E Gl(n, h$, then g([q , l . l , en]) = det(g) l [el , . . . , e,]. Put 
Dn,i =[O,l,..., i- 1,i+ I,..., n], &=I&. 9 
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5.1. Theorem (L.E. Dickson [8]). (1) qt1.i = D,,i/L, i.~ a polynomial for Oli~n. In 
particular, q,,, o = Lz- ‘, and q,,, ,, = 1. 
(2) The algebra A, of in variants of Gl( n, Fq) is IFq [q,,, (), . . . , qn, N _ I 1. 
(3) The algebra of invariants of Sl(n, Fq) is Fq [L, q,,, 1, . . . , qn, n _ 1 1. 
(4) deg(L,) =d 0 ‘“-1, 
P-1 
deg(q,,, i) = d(d’ - 4’)* 
(5) Let @,,(Q - fl (c - a), ,a E ft, { an indeterminant; then 
n-l 
(6) 
cp,({) = 44” + 1 (- 1)” -.sq,,,s<4’. 
.S=@ 
qn,o= l-I a* aEr,d, a#O. 
5.2. PropositSon. Let f: rn +&I _j be an epimorphisrn. Then for n 2 j > 0, 
f(L) = 09 
f(qn, i) = 
jli<n, 
otherwise. 
Proof. We may assume j = 1, and 
fixi)= 2’ I Oli<n, 9 i = n . 
L’Hopital’s rule works for polynomials over IF,. It is easy to check that 
The result follows. 
Now specialize to q=p; put d= 2 for p odd and d = 1 for p = 2. Equip r,, with 
its unique structure as an unstable .&algebra. Let Q”, Q1, Q”, . . . be the derivations 
on rn given inductively by [2; $21 
( 
Q”x = kx for x E rti “*, 
4, Q’ = P’, 
CQ i + 1 = pP’Qi _ Qipp’. 
5A Proposition ((111, [18]). For Osi<n and Ork<n, 
(1) I L,,*q,,,n-l, PP’(L,)= o i=n-- 1, 9 Osicn- 1. 
(2) 
-q,,,kqn,n- 13 i=n- ‘9 
p"(q,,,k) = qn.k- 1) i=k-- 1, 
0, otherwise. 
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1 
E L 
5.4, Proposition ([ 181). Tire formulas 5.3(2) imply that for 0 < i< n and 0 5 k < n, i 
i== k, 
i#k. 






Q”+ 1 (0l)“-‘q,iQ’sO On rn. 
i=() 
The following characterization of the elements qn,i by the action of the Steenrod 
algebra on them is due to Adams and Wilkerson. 
5.5. Theorem (12; Theorem 5.11). There is a unique relation on rn of the form 
Qn+c,~_lQn-‘+~--+~oQo=O 
where ~o,...,c,,_l E&e Thus Ci=(-I)n-iqn,i. 
5.6. Corollary. The elements qn,i of rk are characterized by the formulas 5.3(2). 
The element L, E cl is characterized by 5.3(I) up to multiplication by a unit. 
Proof. The last assertion follows from the equation Lt- ’ = qn,o* 
We will require certain generalizations of the qn,i’s. Let P be a prime .&ideal of 
I,, and let Tk/P=rS. Put 
4n,P= na, ~E(r,--Yo 
5.7. Propositiorr. Let P and Q be prime g-ideais of I”, and let rn/P=rS, 
&/Q= r[. Then 
( 1) qn p reduces to zero in F”/Q unless Q G P. 
(2) 4n: P reduces to (qS,o)p”-s E m/P. 
(3) If Q c P, qn, p reduces to (qr p,o)p” -’ E r,/Q. 
(4) rf f : rn -Wn is an automorphism such that f(P) = Q, then f(Qn, p)= Qn,Q* 
Proof. If Qg P, then ZY E (r, - P)d such that E Q; therefore, qk, p=O (mod Q). If 
Q c P, the order of Qd is p”-‘, and modulo Q 
qn, p= fl c#- ‘, CY E (&,/Q - P/QJd. 
roposition. For 0 s s < n, 
4 n,s’ C¶ n, P 
where the sum runs over all prime g-ideals P of rn such that m/P = TS. 
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Proof. Let s = C q,, p. Clearly x is an invariant of Gl(n, IF,), and deg(x-) =d( p” - @ ) 
A straightforward exercise in elementary number theory shows that the only 
monomial in q,,,o, . .. , qn,,l- 1 having degree d(p” -p”) is q,,,_s. Therefore, x is a 
multiple of qn,J. But for any prime .&ideal P such that fJP=f\, Y reduces 
modulo P to q$ ‘. By Proposition 5.2, x = qn,s. 
Proof of Proposition 2.5. Let & be a category and f’ a functor on (5 satisfying 2.3( 1) 
and 2.3(2). For 9~ 8, let 
There is an isomorphism &, GTn for n = rank(&); such an isomorphism induces an 
isomorphism A, SA,, which does not depend on the choice of fV =+fn. Let 
qV,j-)qn,i under the isomorphism A, AA,. Since each &, --+rV is epic for B --+9 E ((, 
LI~+LI, and A is a functor on 8. Let 
A =lipA,; 
A is a sub-a-algebra of .4 = l@ &,. 
We may assume that G has finitely many objects. For 9 E 8, let r(9) = rank(r,) 
and let 
n=sup{r(9)I(pE6). 
For each 9~ 8, let A, -+rI be the unique map induced by any epimorphism 






commute for 9 + 8 E 8. Thus there are inclusions A,c;A c+A 6 n &, . By 5.1 and 
5.2, each A, +&, is a finite morphism, for rV may be obtained from the image of 
d, *rV by adjoining finitely many integral algebraic elements. Therefore n f& 
9 E cf, is a finitely generated A,-module. Since A,, is Noetherian, so are A and A. 
This proves 2.5. 
6. Proof of Theorems 1.6 and 2.6 
6.1. Proposition. Let 8 be a category and r a functor that satisfy 2.3( 1) to 2.3(S). 
: Let A = lie rV, 9 E 8. Then there is an integer ez 0 such that, for each 9 E ~7, there 
1 exists v, E A that satisfies: 
( 1) If 0 E &, then v, reduces to zero in & unless there exists 8 -+ 9 in 8. 
I 
I 
(2) v, reduces to (qp,O)Pe-s E rp where s = rank(&) and qp,O =n CT, a E f$, a # 0. 
I 
L 
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(3) More generally, for 8-+ (p, up reduces to 
vp,tl= c b7f?,p)Pe-sE ra 
where s = rank(r& P runs over all prime .&ideals of r0 for which there exists 
i%--+p~ 5 such that P=Ker(& -+I-& and qe, p= fl a, CT E (&- P)d. 
Furthermore, e may be taken to be max{ rank(&) 1 v, E Cc: ). 
Proof l Put 
e = max{ rank&J 1 (p E 6 }, 
and fix (p E 8’. Let V,E n &, 8~ 8, be the element described above. We must show 
that vV E /1. For each 0 E 8, let 
so={xr+b+~m P=Ker(T,-+&)}. 
Let f: B--VCE f:. Then rf-’ : S, --+& is a monomorphism that sends PC_ rfl tc, 
rf-l(P) C_ I-& Let Q = Ker rf, and let PE So. If Q$C P, then qs, p reduces to zero in 
I” (see 5.7). If QE; P, then P=f-‘(P/Q), and by 2.3(3), P/QES,. Then 
f(qe, P) = Q&r, P,QjprcS’ r(n’ 
as required. 
Remark. Proposition 6.1 and its proof are a correction of [ 12; 11.4). 
6.2. Proposition. If r;’ and r satisfy 2.3( 11 to 2.3(5) and A = Ii@ &,, p E 6, then for 
each PE 6 
Aut ,I. (cp) = Gal(T,//1,) where A, = Im(n -+&). 
Proof. For each (o E &, let 
+ = r-utg(V). 
I must show that z;B and /i, have the same field of quotients up to purely in- 
separable xtension. Let u,, e/i be the element constructed in Proposition 6.1; I will 
show that 
~v&l~ps c A, for some sZ 0. 
6.3. Lemma. Let 8, cp E 6, and let XE vJp. Then for some s ,> 0, there exists y E &J 
such that: 
(1) For all f: B--+yl~ 8, rf(y)==xP’. 
(2) If g : t3+ II E 6, then rg( y) == 0 unless there exists n-+(p E 6. 
(3) If g: 8-+zE 6, then rg(y)e& 
roof. Let cf’, be the full subclategory of (5’ such that n is an object of 8, if and only 
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if there exists a map &-v in 6 The lemma is non-triviai only when p E fCH. Cjn- 
sider the category :4@ constructed as follows. Let the objects of ,/‘a be the prime .& 
ideals of rO. If P and Q are objects of :+‘,, let the morphisms from P to Q in ,//H 
be the .a-morphisms &,/P-+ro/Q. If g:&lr@ is an automorphism such that 
g(P) c Q, then g induces a morphism g(P, Q) : ~~/P--+lJQ; every morphism of :+,, 
arises in this way. The conditions 2.3(3), 2.3(4), and 2.3(5) mean precisely that we 
may assume d0 to be a subcategory of 16’~ that has the same objects as .G~ and that 
has this additional property: if P, Q, and R are prime P-ideals of r8 and if f and 
g are automorphisms of &,I such that f(P) cr Q and g(P) c R, then f(P, Q),g(P, R) E 
do *go f -‘(Q, R) E 6,. For convenience, we may further assume that each quotient 
map &/P-+&/Q is a morphism in 8, whenever P f Q. This is equivalent o picking 
a preferred map 8-+7t for each object n of (yO and identifying 71 with the kernel of 
&-+r;l and & with r’/n; in particular, 0 is identified with the zero ideal. 
As in the proof of the previous proposition, for 7~ E r:,, let 
S,={~Cr~Incq and q=(p in $}. 
Let G be the groupoid that has as objects the elements of Se and as maps between 
objects qo, ql all automorphisms g of r,I such that g(qo) = ql and g(qo, ~1) E (‘8. For 
each q E&, let Gt =Aut&). Then reduction modulo q induces an epimorphism 
G, +Aut,( (q), for Aut&) is a subgroup of Aut(T,) and rq =rO&. Let !I+ =r0GflP 
If g : n-y is a map in G, then g restricts to an isomorphism of @, onto a,, which 
does not depend on the choice of g : IT --+yl. Furthermore, all the diagrams 
commute, where the vertical maps are induced by any maps &-+n and &-+I~ in tccJ. 
By 4.7 and 4.8, z;I is a purely inseparable xtension of @,I’( @It n q). 
Let XE u(p&; then x=0,x0, x0+,. Choose sz rank(&) - rank(&) and y0 E @$, 
such that y. reduces to x[’ in &,. There is a power Q of Q~,~ such that qyO redj;ces 
to xp’ in rq. Put ycp=qyo. For each q E SO, let yrl =g(y,) where g: q-+-r] is a map 
in G; yq is independent of the choice of g. For any maps o--+p and B-*17 in tLtg, the 
composition re +ri, qrp sends yfl to x Ps; furthermore if 71 is a prinie J-idea’ of 
I-& then yfl=O (mod n) unless n c_ q. Put 9 
Y= CY,, rlESB* 
Then, as in the previous proposition, for any &-+(p E R,, re-)& sends y to Y”, 
and for any 0+~ in fie,& -+& sends y to zero unless there exists ~f-+q in tee. 
Finally, let f : 0 -VT E ,‘“e; to prove: f(y) E Zn. Conjugating by an automorphism 
of 7~ in te, we may suppose f is the quotient morphism &-+re/~. Note that S, c Se 
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and that the ideals ~/7t G rn for q E S, are precisely the ideals that arise as kernels 
of morphisms n-9 in &, l therefore, Aut,(Ir) acts as a group of automorphisms of 
S,. Let g~Aut&). If PESO -Sn, then f(u,)=O, and g#(y,&=f(y,&. Let YES,. 
There exists g E Aut(ro) such that g(n) = n and g(Tc, 7t) ==g. Then g : q -+gq in G. 
Therefore, g(y,) =ygtl, and gfIyq) =f(y&. It follows that g/‘(y) =f(y). This proves 
the lemma. 
To complete the proof of the proposition, note that if 8’ has an initial object the 
proposition follows immediately from the lemma. Otherwise, induct on the number 
of isomorphism classes of minimal objects in 8. The details are left to the reader. 
The key ingredients are the above lemma and this fact: if n E 8 and x, y E &, then 
(x-y)~ o,Z;, iff Tf(x)=Tf(y) for all f: n-q in 8 such that f is not an 
equivalence. 
Proof of Theorems 1.6 and 2.6. Let cf- be a category and r a functor that satisfy 
2.3(l) to 2.3(5); let /1= lim rV, 9 E G. We may suppose that fi is a finite category. 
To prove: X: B -+ &.4) iFan equivalence of categories. 
First, I ciaim that every isomorphism class of @l) contains an object of the form 
II +f cp, 9~ cf’. To see this, let 0:/i-+& be an object of d(n), and let PO= Ker(B). 
As in the proof of 2.5, let n= nr,, 9 E 8; then /1 c n, and n is a finite n-module. 
By the going-up theorem, there is a prime a-ideal Q of n such that PO= QnA. 
Now, every prime d-ideal of I7 has the following form: let 9 E 6 and let P be a 
prime &ideal of &‘,‘; then the inverse image of P by the projection n+rV is a 
prime .&ideal 
QC9,P)= n r,xP 
n*v 
of n. Thus, there exists 9 E (5” and PC &, such that Q = Q(9, P). By 2.3(4), there ex- 
ists 9--+x E 6 such that P= Ker(T,-+&); then Pe= Ker(n -V& Thus, Xz= 0. 
Second, let 9 and 0 be objects of 8, and suppose there exists a map .,ri”cp-+.~@ in 
6(v); I claim that then there exists a map 9-+8 in (5’. For a map X9-+.H!? is a com- 
mutative diagram 
Let UREA be the element constructed in Proposition 6.1. Then rue does not reduce 
to zero in &-; therefore, there exists 9-8 E 4’. 
Finally, if 936 are two morphisms of (5’ or 6(/l), then 2.3(3) guarantees the ex- 
istence of a commutative diagram 
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in the appropriate category. Thus, to complete the proof we need only show that 
Aut ,< (cp) = Aut,(,,,(.W@) 
for each (PC 6; but this is Proposition 6.2. 
7. Examples 
The exa:nple which motivated the foregoing research is the exceptional Lie group 
F4. Let A = H*(BF,; 5,)/G. 
7.1. Theorem (Toda [ 151). /1 is generated by &mentS x4, x.8’) xzO, +j, -q6, -r4g9 cake 
xi E A2i, and is subject to the relations 
x4x26=0, x8x26 =o, x20x?6 =0, 
(R) x;(-~=x4&+x36$ -x;0x'82x4. 
Furthermore 
IF3 [X,,x8,X2O,x36,X4g]/R =H*(BT: F,)"; 
where T is the maximal torus and W the Weyl group of F4. 
7.2. Corollary. 
A = IF3 [x26, $6, x48] n IF3 [x4, x8, $0, x36, &81/R. 
‘i-,bJh. .Kd,l 
7.3. Theorem (Toda [IS]). In ff3[x26, x36, ~~~1, the reduced power operaziorrs are 
determined by 
P’(x26) =O, P’ (x36) = 0, P1(x4g) = -4, 
p3&6) = 0, p3(x36) =x48, P3(x.& = 0, 
p9(x26) = x2(jx36 9 p9(+) = 46, P9(x48) = -x’3&$8 l 
Let E3 C_ F4 be a maximal elementary abelian 3-group of rank three correspond- 
ing to the factor ff_, [x 26, x36, x48] in 7.2. Then we may assume that Ej Cl T is an 
elementary abelian 3-group of rank two; denote it by E?. Let fJ = H*(E,; F!)/‘\ 0, 
F 
T2 = H*(Ez; ff,)/&, and r4= H*(BT; lF3). By comparing the formulas of 7.3 with 
; 5.3 we prove: 
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7.4. Proposition. c/n&r the map /i -‘&, x48 reduces to q3,1, x36 reduces 20 43,~ and 
x26 reduces to a non-zero multiple of L3. Thus, W(&) = sl(3, EJ). 
J.F. A&ms has confirmed this proposition by direct calculation in F4 (private 
communication). 
Sjmilarly, observe that in E3[xj6, x4& the derivations Q *, Q2, l a . are all zero. 
Thus in I& the reductions of x36 and x48 have (Unique) cube rOOtS y12 and yl6 [2; 
Theorem 1.21. Furthermore, 
p’(Y,Z) =wh69 p’(Y,6) = O, 
P3(Y,,) = -YL P3(Y,,) = -YnY,6* 
Thus YlZ=q2,1* Y16=q2,0* 
7.5. Proposition. Under the map /1 -+fl, $6 reduces to (q2, 1)3 and x48 reduces to 
(q2,0)3. Thus, W(r.-) = GU2, E3). 
I conclude with an example illustrating Theorem 4.8. It is also an example of a 
Noetherian .&algebra that is not integrally closed. 
7.5. Example. Let 
p=5, r= IFg[x,u,u], A = ff,[x,u2+ U2,U2rJ2]. 
Then A =H*(BS’ x BSp(2); IF,). Map f to r= IF,[x, y] via x-+x, u-+3(x+y), 
~-+4(x-y). Then the image of this map is ii = IF s [x, xy, y4]; A is not integrally 
closed, for y = (xy)/x is integral over 3. Thus, Gal(r/& = ( 1). Map i= to ff,[ y] 
via x-6). 
The image of /i in ff5[y] is ff,/[y4]; Gal(lF,[y]/ff,[y4])=Z/4 generated by 
_Y-+~_Y. Gal(I%l) = W(S’ x Sp(2)) is generated by transpositions u* -u, DC*--0, 
and UC* v; it is a semi-direct product (Z/2 x Z/2) >Q B/2. Q = Ker(T* IF, [y]) is 
generated by x and (3v - u); QnA is generated by x and u* + v2. The decomposi- 
tion group of Q is a Z/4 generated by 
u-‘-v, V+U. 
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